
 
 

 

Advocating for Increasing the NYC Viral Hepatitis Initiative Budget 

Last year, the Harm Reduction Coalition worked with VOCAL NY, Housing Works, and BOOM! Health as well as 

many other organizations to advocate for increasing the NYC Viral Hepatitis Initiative Budget.  Initially, we did not 

succeed in increasing the budget, and were forced to fight to keep the initiative from having the budget cut and 

ultimately succeeded in reinstating all funding.  In fact, we were able to significantly increase the budget by more 

than 50%!  In Fiscal Year 2018, with your help, we are hoping to maintain all current program funding and also to 

advocate to increase funding for viral hepatitis programs across the city! 

What is the NYC Viral Hepatitis Initiative? 

The New York City Council has a variety of different initiatives. The funding receives a 56% match from the state 

government, so the money goes further than it otherwise would.  The initiative is currently funded at just under a 

million dollars.  The Viral Hepatitis Initiative is funded by the City Council and puts money in to 4 different 

streams: 

1. Hep C Peer Program 

2. Check Hep C Patient Navigator Program 

3. Check Hep B Patient Navigator Program 

4. Hep C Clinical Mentoring Program 

How to Find Out Which New York City Council (NYCC) Member(s) Represents Your Organization 

You can search for your NYCC Member online: http://council.nyc.gov/html/members/members.shtml 

NYCC Members like to hear from the people in their district, but your organization may have more than 1 NYCC 

Member.  Does your organization have multiple locations?  What about outreach locations?  Are you able to tell 

what neighborhoods your organization serves outside of your office location?  Maybe you have a large number of 

clients that come from another neighborhood. 

What Can You Do? 

1. Make a phone call to your NYCC Member 

2. Write an email to your NYCC Member 

3. Reach out to any NYCC Members that you may have had previous relationships with 

4. Set up an in person meeting with your NYCC Member 

5. Sign on to any support letters that are circulated 

How Can Harm Reduction Coalition Help? 

 Harm Reduction Coalition wants to increase the NYC Viral Hepatitis Initiative Budget in Fiscal Year 2018.  We 

are able to help out your advocacy work by providing you with background documents to help you advocate with 

your NYCC Member.  We will be circulating sign on letters/emails around the time the NYC budget is discussed.  

Please stay in contact with us as you are reaching out to NYCC Members and advocating.  We would like to track 

which NYCC Members have discussed our budget proposals and which Members we still need to meet with.  We 

also can help to support your meetings with NYCC Members. 
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